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ABSTRACT: Single crystals of the acentric compound
methyl-p-hydroxybenzoate were grown by self-nucleation
and seeded growth from the vapor phase by the physical
vapor transport (PVT) process. In the temperature range of
80−95 °C (nucleation supersaturation 0.97 to 0.88), all
crystals were of the polymorphic form as produced by room-
temperature solution growth. Self-nucleated crystals varied in
macromorphology from columnar to octahedral to skewed
octahedral and finally to skewed columnar but retained the
same crystal forms indicated by theoretical calculations.
Micromorphological studies of growth faces indicated that these variations result from changes in growth mechanisms that
influence both the defect structure and perfection of the growing crystal. X-ray topographic studies confirmed that growth under
the most ideal conditions, when the dominant faces of the crystals were growing by a dislocation induced Burton, Cabrera, and
Frank mechanism, yielded the structurally most perfect crystals. Preliminary studies of seeded growth were performed as a
prelude to using PVT for the growth of larger crystals. The seeded growth followed a different pattern of supersaturation
dependence. All crystals showed the same asymmetric growth along the polar axis that has come to be regarded as characteristic
of these highly polar acentric materials when grown from solution.

■ INTRODUCTION

The requirement for highly efficient nonlinear optical (NLO)
materials for use in the fabrication of optical switching and
amplification devices in the areas of optical processing and
communication has led to the investigation of the potential of
organic materials for this purpose.1−3 The essential structural
requirement for the materials to be useful is that the molecules
should crystallize into an acentric crystallographic form: also
that the material should be both structurally and chemically
stable in the region of temperature over which the optical
devices would be expected to operate. For their full optical
evaluation, the crystals should also be capable of being prepared
in as high an optically and structurally perfect form as is possible.
Much effort has been expended on the formulation of the
required molecular and structural basis for high nonlinear
optical performance.4−6 This has resulted in the realization that
the basic requirements are fulfilled by highly polar organic
molecules when assembled into the acentric structure, the
highest efficiencies of operation being achieved when the
constituent molecules are mutually aligned in very specific
orientations.4 These discoveries have directed the design and
synthesis of a large range of novel organic optoelectronic
materials. The success of this effort and its predictive capacity
represents one of the major achievements in the field of crystal
engineering.

The full assessment of the optical properties and subsequent
production of an operable device still requires the growth of
large optically transparent crystals. Methods of achieving such
crystals by the engineering of the solution growth process using
seed selection techniques7−11 have helped to overcome this
problem. There still remains however a major problem in the
growth of this type of crystal that needs to be understood.
The problem is that some highly polar, acentric, organic

materials show a unique property; they grow only in one polar
direction and then not always perfectly. This behavior was
recorded first by Wells12−14 in the 1940s following experiments
on the variation in morphology of acentric α-resorcinol crystals
when grown from different solvents. Wells concluded that the
differential growth arose from the different degrees of solvent
adsorption on the negative and positive faces of the crystal thus
inhibiting growth to differing extents. This quite reasonable
proposal has held sway for the ensuing 70 years due to a wealth
of support gathered from both theoretical and experimental
studies.15−21 It led to the general belief that the habits of crystals
could be controlled by solvent selection on the basis of solvent−
surface interactions. In 2006, while searching for methods of
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overcoming the disadvantageous unidirectional growth prob-
lem, it was argued that if solvent inhibition was the root cause of
the problem, then growth from the vapor phase, with no solvent
present, should yield equivalent growth from both polar ends of
the growing crystal. Surprisingly, crystals of α-resorcinol grown
from the vapor phase showed the same unidirectional growth
behavior as those grown from solution.22 Later experiments23

confirmed that the differential in growth rates between the
positive and negative faces was mechanistically based. This
discovery has been followed by several theoretical studies of the
growth of α-resorcinol to account for this behavior.24−27 These
relied on the particular crystallization behavior of this material
and did not extend to the generality of this behavior among
highly polar acentric materials. It remains one of the outstanding
unsolved problems of crystal growth to define more broadly why
this difference should arise.
To achieve this understanding requires the detailed

examination of the physical vapor transport (PVT) growth of
a wider range and types of acentric materials than have been
studied.22,23

To this end and to spread types of materials examined to the
highly polar NLO materials we initiated a comparison of the
growth behavior of the NLO material methyl-p-hydroxyben-
zoate (MHB) from both solution and the vapor phase.
Additional aims were to define the growth behavior as a prelude
to the development of a vapor growth method for the
production of large single crystals; also to compare the results
of the vapor and solution growth processes, which to some
extent have been regarded as mechanistically different. Success
in these aims could also lead to opportunities to prepare
satisfactory crystals of a wider range of materials the general
properties of which preclude solution growth such as, for
example, polymorphs, the stability regions of which lie outside
the normal temperature ranges accessible to growth from
solutions.
The title material (MHB, Figure 1a) has been identified as a

promising NLOmaterial. The high second harmonic generation
efficiency of powder samples was first reported by Jerephagnon
in 1970.28 Much later Sreeraman et al.29 measured this to be as
much as 40 times that shown by urea, and Li et al.30 measured
the optical coefficients dij and deff of single crystals grown from
solution. These results and a further optical examination by
Lakshmanna Perumal et al.31 have confirmed the optoelectronic
potential of this material. Previous studies of crystal growth of
MHB have been restricted to sample preparation, principally for
the purposes of the above optical studies, using standard
solution growth techniques. More recently it has been shown
that melt growth using the Czochralski technique can also be
successful.32

No detailed studies have been made of the growth process,
and no previous study has indicated other than normal isotropic
growth behavior for this material. The material has a higher than
usual vapor pressure, a property that could help in the control of
the vapor phase growth process and makes it an ideal candidate
for PVT growth.
It is also interesting to note that MHB (under the commercial

name Nipagin©) finds widespread use as an antifungal and
preservative agent in cosmetics, foods, and drugs.33 Workers
involved in these areas may also find interest in the results of
these studies.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. MHB (Sigma Chemical Co., 99.04%), greyish-white in

color, was purified by recrystallization, continuous column chromatog-
raphy, and sublimation.34 The purified products were monitored by
high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) using a Shandon
Scientific Hypersil CTA column. The HPLC showed the presence of
three impurities (unidentified) in the as-received material; two of them
could be removed by solution purification methods (recrystallization
and chromatography), and all of them could be removed by gradient
sublimation. The purity of the product after sublimation rose to 99.95%,
which was pure enough to use for crystal growth both from solution and
by PVT.

MHB exhibits a complex polymorphism. Early experiments using
optical microscopy indicated the potential existence of at least six
polymorphic forms, of which two were definitely identified. In recent
years following the increased interest in polymorphism and
polymorphic relationships in organic materials, a number of X-ray
crystallographic studies have been performed on MHB. These have
confirmed the existence of the above two forms and identified several of
the other potential forms. We do not propose to review these studies,
details of which are adequately reported in the papers referenced and
their additional supporting evidence.35−38 Germane to the present
problem however is that a number of these later rediscovered
polymorphs were prepared following sublimation of the room-
temperature stable form. Consequently, we must state that all of the
material purchased, purified, and grown into crystals under the
experimental conditions used in the present experiment and the
resulting single crystals were defined by differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) to be of the room-
temperature stable polymorph. All showed no evidence of any
polymorphic transformations before a sharp melting temperature of
124 °C.

Saturation vapor pressures (SVP) for MHB were assessed by
extrapolation of the recently published data of Perlovich et al.39 Using a
dynamic assessment technique in the temperature range from 30 to 54
°C, these authors showed that the SVP follows a relationship

P Tln( Pa ) (34.3 0.3) (11 889 92)/[ ] = ± − ±

Figure 1. (a) The molecular structure of MHB showing the orientation
and sign of the molecular dipole. (b) The asymmetric unit, showing the
2:1 ratio of polar directions in the triplet of molecules and the total polar
direction. (c) The crystallographic structure of MHB as viewed
perpendicular to the (101) plane, indicating the total polar direction.
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In the PVT experiments supersaturations are given as σ = (po − p)/po,
where p is the vapor pressure at the deposition temperature and po that
at the source temperature.
2.3. X-ray Crystallography. Single-crystal X-ray diffraction studies

performed at 100 K on samples prepared from the above material
yielded results that were in excellent agreement with other similar
assessments.35−38 The results of our examination confirmed that the
structure ofMHB solved as monoclinic with a = 13.360 Å, b = 17.087 Å,
c = 10.958 Å, β = 119.87°, Z = 12, and space group Cc, equivalent to the
nonstandard setting as given by Lin.35 The calculated Flack parameter
defined the absolute configuration, and as the crystal was of known
provenance, being extracted from a larger single crystal (exhibiting
growing and nongrowing facets), the relationship between the absolute
configuration and growing/nongrowing faces can be determined. For
continuity and consistency with previous studies, we base our
discussion on the nonstandard setting used by earlier authors.35,38

A full analysis of the absolute configuration of the structure will be
reported in full in a future publication.40Figure 1b shows the
asymmetric unit of MHB and the resultant polar direction, and 1c
shows the unit cell of the crystal as viewed perpendicular to the (101)
plane, showing that eight of the 12 molecules orientated with the
methoxyl groups (positive ends) pointing in the general [001] direction
compared with four pointing in the general [001] direction. The
polarity of the asymmetric unit is retained by the c-glide plane. There
are no centers of inversion to negate the overall polarity of the
asymmetric unit when building to the unit cell. Overall, this will mean
that the (111) and (111) growth faces will be predominantly populated
by the methoxyl groups and present an electrically positive character
and that the opposite faces, (111) and (111) predominantly populated
by hydroxyl groups, will present a general negative character.
X-ray section and projection topographs41,42 of selected crystals were

recorded at the Daresbury, UK, Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory
using the white radiation source at station 7.6. The spectral range of the
radiation was 0.5−2.5 Å, and the selected experimental wavelength was
1.54 Å.
Optical Microscopy was performed by direct interference and

interference contrast techniques using a Leitz-Reichart Polyvar 2
microscope.
Theoretical Modeling of the Equilibrium Morphology of

MHB and Polarity Calculations. For comparison with the PVT
grown crystals, a theoretical model for the equilibrium crystal
morphology of MHB was determined using the program HABIT
95.43 With the measured crystallographic data, attachment energies
(Eatt) were calculated using a Dreiding II force field combining a
Lennard-Jones 12−6 potential and a 10−12 hydrogen bond potential
with parameters fromMayo, Olafson, andGoddard.44 The results of the
calculation are presented and discussed below. Polarity calculations
were performed using MOPAC2016, using an AM1 basis set.

■ CRYSTAL GROWTH EQUIPMENT
Gradient Sublimation. An essential preliminary to PVT

growth is the definition of the conditions of temperature and
supersaturation likely to produce individual nuclei that will grow
to yield separated crystals of good and well-defined habit and
hence, high perfection. We found it useful to define these
conditions by the use of a temperature gradient sublimation
equipment of the type described by McArdle and Sherwood.34

With this equipment, the influence of the potential factors that
might be of influence in the growth process, namely,
temperature, ambient pressure, and hence supersaturation, can
be performed speedily and accurately. Details of the procedure
and results for the present material are given in the attached
electronic Supporting Information Figure S1.
Crystal Growth at Defined Supersaturations. The main

crystal growth equipment (electronic Supporting Information
S2) was modeled on the technique developed by Piper and
Polich45 and adapted for organic crystal growth by Sherwood et
al.34

The supersaturation in the growth zone was calculated from
the equilibrium vapor pressures estimated for the growth and
source temperatures and is referred to as the Nucleation
Supersaturation for reasons that will become apparent as the
investigation proceeds. Most of the crystals grown at this time
were initiated by self-nucleation. A preliminary investigation of
seeded growth was also attempted initially by inserting small
crystals mounted on polymer film into the upper growth
chamber before growth was commenced.
A later attempt at controlled seeded growth of larger crystals

was made using an adaptation of the Catano and Kun46

technique for the production of inorganic semiconductor
crystals. This involved a reconfiguration of the electrical
windings in the growth equipment to yield a temperature
gradient in the growth furnace and a redesigned growth ampule
the form of which will be described at a later point in the text
(electronic Supporting Information S3).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structural Considerations. Table 1 shows the Habit 95

calculation values for the attraction energies |Eatt| on the various
potential growth faces of MHB:

Faces with the lowest values of |Eatt| are those most likely to
form the largest habit faces of the crystal. Those showing lower |
Eatt| values will be successively less important. In this event the
predicted dominant morphology will be {110}, (111) with
{020}, {021} as potential smaller faces as shown in Figure 2.

With the exception of one very striking occurrence, faces with
attachment energies lower than the above were rarely observed.
This exception was the presence of the {002} form under some
conditions of growth.
In describing these features, please note that the exper-

imentally found (h00), (0k0), and (00l) faces will have h = k = l =
±1; however in all modeling programs, these are returned as h =
k = l =±2, following the systematic absences found in diffraction
(i.e., the h = k = l = ±1 do exist, but the habit calculation
programs treat them as if they do not). We followed the

Table 1. Attachment Energies (Eatt) Calculated for MHB
using the Habit 95 Program

crystal face {111} {110} {020} {021} {202}, {111}. {200},
{002}

Eatt/
kJ mol−1

−13.59 −13.75 −22.53 −28.51s ≤−28.54

Figure 2. Equilibrium morphology of MHB calculated from the data
given in Table 1.
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modeling convention in labeling these faces for consistency’s
sake.
It must be recalled that the HABIT 95 calculation takes no

account of the acentric nature of the MHB lattice and thus
predicts an equivalent habit for the faces propagating in both the
polar directions [001] and [001]. In an acentric material this will
not be the case, and it is well-known that, for some such
materials, the morphology and growth behavior of the opposite
polar faces may differ considerably. While growth in one polar
direction is normal, growth in the opposite direction is zero or, at
best, very slow. Reference to Figure 1c and the accompanying
text confirms that the crystal faces propagating with a growth
vector in the general [001] direction will exhibit an electrically
positive character and that those propagating in the opposite
direction a negative character; that is, the (111), (111), and
(021) faces will exhibit a positive character, while (111), (111),
and (121) faces will exhibit a negative character. This
relationship for MHB was confirmed by assessing the polarity
of the pyroelectric current developed on heating a morpholog-
ically well-defined crystal and from the absolute configuration
studies described above.40 This indicated that the fast-growing
faces were negative and that the slow and even possibly zero
growth faces were positive. Experience with a number of related
acentric highly polar materials10,22,23,47−49 leads us to expect that
the negative leading faces will grow normally and exhibit visually
flat and well-formed growth facets. These match well with the
predicted forms. In contrast the latter (positive leading) show
little or no growth and may show elements of the predicted
shape, but they will be rough, ill-formed, and rounded.
Crystal Growth Experiments. Temperature gradient

tests indicated that the most promising conditions for the
crystal growth of MHB lay in the region source temperature 120
°C, deposition temperature 80−90 °C, and operation in vacuo.
(electronic Supporting Information S1).
Single Crystal Growth. Growth by Self-Nucleation.

Following the insertion of the ampule into the PVT growth
system (electronic Supporting Information, Figure S2) a
negative temperature differential was established with the source
region at 90 °C and the region of deposition at 120 °C. This
served to clean the ampule wall of any powdered material
following preparation. After 1 h the gradient was reversed to give
the defined growth conditions: source temperature of 120 °C
and deposition fixed at a definite temperature in the promising
range.
Under these conditions nucleation usually occurred after∼10

to 12 h to give 3−6 nuclei within the growth region. Limitation
of further nucleation and promotion of subsequent growth could
be then finely controlled by adjusting the temperature in the
upper portion of the growth system.
In this manner, prismatic crystals can be grown in sizes up to

several centimeter dimensions in periods of 7−10 d. Figure 3
shows typical crystals grown by PVT under a range of
supersaturations. Overall the crystals showed the same basic
forms predicted by the HABIT 95 calculations. A minor
distinction in detail is that, while the Habit 95 calculation
predicts larger (111) and (111) faces than {110} faces, the
experimental crystals showed the reverse with {110} faces
elongated along the [001] direction. (111) and (111) faces,
small and infrequent at the lowest supersaturations, became
more prominent with increasing supersaturation. (021) and
{020} were seen frequently but were always much less dominant
than the two major forms at lower to medium supersaturations.
The (021) faces increased in dominance as the supersaturation

increased. Surprisingly an unexpected (001) form played a
persistent role in the crystal development and perfection
particularly at lower supersaturations.
In the crystal shown in Figure 3a (σ = 0.92) the [001] growth

direction is terminated by a large (001) face and smaller (021)
type face. In all cases in which a dominant (001) face was found
it was preceded by a visible cone of imperfection in the crystal.
More perfect crystals grown at intermediate supersaturations (σ
= 0.96, Figure 3b) developed to yield a bipyramidal habit that
showed no (001) face and were bounded by large {110}, (111),
(111), small {010}, and occasionally (021) faces. A second
larger example of this type of crystal was used for the section
topography shown in Figure 6. The morphology, shown
diagrammatically in Figure 6a, can be confirmed from the
shapes of the X-ray section topographic images presented
therein. Many of the crystals in this supersaturation region,
although they did not show [001] faces, did have a conical
volume of inclusions localized along the [001] direction (see
Figure 6). The reason for this will become apparent in the next
sections and discussed more fully after a discussion of Figure 6.
Moving to higher supersaturations (Figure 3c, σ = 0.98)

resulted in the development of all predicted growth faces (111),
(111), (021), and {110} with the increasing dimensions of the
first two forms leading to a skewing of the habit along [001]. In
parallel the optical quality of the crystals decreased due to the
formation of obvious inclusions and strain-induced cracks in all
sectors during growth.
At higher supersaturations (σ = 0.99) the (111) and (111)

faces had also “grown out”, and the crystals produced comprised
only {110} and (021) faces. They were of similar morphology
and imperfection to that shown for seeded growth in Figure 3d.
Attempts were made to accelerate the rate of growth of the

crystals once satisfactory growth had been initiated. Increasing
the temperature differential to source 120 °C and growing
crystal to 75 °C (σ = 0.99) resulted in the further development of

Figure 3. Crystals of MHB grown by PVT. Self-nucleation at
supersaturations of (a) 0.92, (b) 0.96, (c) 0.98. (d) Seeded growth,
supersaturation 0.92. (N) Nucleation point. (S) Original position of
seed. The nonpropagating surfaces areas are shaded (scale mark 1 mm
in all cases).
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both the habit and a deterioration in the visual perfection of the
growing crystals. Although they continued the morphological
development shown in Figure 3 to a (111), (111), {110}, (021)
habit with {110} increasingly predominant, the crystals lost their
transparency due to an increased formation of defects in the
bulk.
Seeded Growth. In an attempt to restrict the number of

nuclei and hence growing crystals and to set a better-defined
supersaturation for growth, small, perfect, seed crystals of several
orientations were attached to polymer film. These were inserted
into the growth ampule to lie in the temperature range of 90−95
°C (supersaturation σ = 0.92−0.98), which is the range of
satisfactory growth indicated by our self-nucleation experiments.
The experiment was successful in that many seed crystals grew

at rates relative to the supersaturation to which they were
exposed. Some seed crystals however did not grow. These
potentially were seed crystals that, by chance, were oriented such
that the positive c-direction faces, that is, the potential
nongrowing direction, were exposed to the vapor source. An
example of a seeded growth is shown in Figure 3d. Being set at
experimental conditions corresponding to a nucleation super-
saturation of σ ≈ 0.92 to 0.96 the crystal was expected to yield a
columnar or octahedral morphology similar to that shown in
Figure 3a or 3b. Instead, the resulting morphology was more
characteristic of growth at a higher supersaturation (σ > 0.98).
These observations pose two questions.

• Was seeding yielding different growth characteristics of
the growth process in the negative growth direction?

• Was the lack of growth in the positive c direction a
characteristic feature of the growth of this material, a
feature not recognized in all previous growth studies?

These questions were tested in two experiments outlined
below.
The role of supersaturation in defining the differences

between self-nucleated and seeded growth was defined by a
step toward the growth of larger crystals using a system based on
the previous studies of Catano and Kun46 on the PVT growth of
larger crystals of inorganic materials. This required a
reconfiguration of the furnace windings depicted in electronic
Supporting Information 2 to yield a temperature gradient and a
redesigned growth ampule, both of which are also depicted in
the electronic Supporting Information S3.
A typical result obtained is shown in Figure 4. A crystal seed

set to grow at the basic predicted supersaturation of Ts = 120 °C,
Tg = 115 °C, σ = 0.92 and hence to form a columnar crystal (type

Figure 3a), transforms into the predicted {110}, (021)
morphology characteristic of growth at relatively high super-
saturations σ > 0.98. It also replicates the overall shape of the
crystal resulting from the trial seeding experiment performed
during the course of the general study of self-nucleation and
under the same growth conditions. The fact that the seed crystal,
set to grow from well-defined (111) and (111) faces, transforms
to yield (021) {110} growth underscores the dominant role that
supersaturation plays in defining the morphology of a growing
crystal and questions the true identification of the growth
supersaturation. “Is there a major distinction between the
nucleation supersaturation and that which is active during
subsequent growth even though the initial nucleation super-
saturation is apparently retained?”. We answer this question in
the conclusions section.
Regarding the question of whether or not there is no growth

on the positive leading faces of this material we present further
definitive evidence.With a growth cell designed to study in detail
the kinetics of the growth of the title material and which will be
described in full in a future publication,47 examinations were
made of the early stages of growth of MHB. Figures 5 and 6

depict the development of surface features during the early
stages of regeneration of the crystal surfaces. The photographs at
t = 0 shows the initial full crystal surfaces of a seed crystal
prepared by growth from methanol solution. These are
roughened by the etching that results inevitably on removal
and drying of the seed crystals from the growth solution. Growth
conditions in each case were set at source temperature Ts = 120

Figure 4. A typical crystal grown by the Catano and Kun technique at a
growth supersaturation of σ = 0.92. S = Seed.

Figure 5. (111) and (111) growth surfaces of MHB crystals
photographed in situ during growth at the indicated times. Super-
saturation σ = 0.32. The 16× enlargement provides detail of an area of
the 100 min photograph showing the structure of the growth hillocks.
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°C (growth temperature, Tg = 115 °C, σ = 0.32), well below the
projected nucleation supersaturation range of the self-nucleation
experiments. Within a short period (10 and 30 min,
respectively) growth on potentially dislocation nucleated
growth centers is well-established on both the (110) face and
the negative (111) face. That the growth features are elongated
hillocks is not discernible at this magnification, but enlargements
at later times (depicted for the (111) face in Figure 4) confirm
this structure. The shape and orientation of the growth centers
match well with the underlying crystallographic surface structure
and face shape, allowing for distortion caused by the unequal
crystallographic axes. They are roughly distorted triangular on
the (111) faces and trapezoidal on the {110} faces. The long (L)
and short (S) axes lie along: (110) faces, L, [112] and S, [111]
directions and (111) faces, L [110] and S at right angles to this.
These growth centers continued to develop with increasing time
to form well-defined spiral growth centers.47

In contrast with the early development of growth centers on
the (110) and (111) faces, even after 1.7 h no growth centers
have formed on the (111) face. This inactivity continued to
longer times thus confirming absolutely a complete absence of
growth on (111) and (111) faces propagating in the general +c
direction of growth under what can be regarded as normal
supersaturation conditions
Crystal Perfection. Figure 7 shows a series of synchrotron X-

ray section topographs of the crystal shown in Figure 3a that was
grown at σ = 0.92. Three (001) sections representing different
growth stages marked 1, 2, and 3 were investigated. The images
shown were obtained from (002) reflections with a Bragg angle
of ∼15.8° at a wavelength of 1.54 Å.
Figure 7 immediately defines that the visible conical

imperfection in the crystal depicted in Figure 3a is contained
in a developing, and defective, (001) growth sector. Rectangular
images (annotated I) of this sector, increasing in size as growth
progresses, appear at the center of all three section topographs.
These back extrapolate to an apex that lies close to the [001]
extremity of the crystal. This confirms that the crystal has
nucleated at a point close to or coincident with the [001]
extremity of the crystal and has developed predominantly in the
[001] direction. As noted above the rough appearance of the
faces with growth vectors pointing in the [001] direction is
characteristic of the nongrowing faces of these materials in
general.10,22,23,48−50

The topographic images reproduced are of a quality
characteristic of a good solution-grown crystal. The lateral
growth sectors are the {110} family of crystal forms. Image (1),
closest to the nucleation point, shows good-quality crystal in all
these sectors. The central sector (I) and its shape clearly
represents a developing [001] growth sector.

The images of dislocations (D) extending from the central
region normal and near normal to the exterior growth faces are
visible, particularly in the (111), (110), and (110) sectors, as are
the growth sector boundaries (B) between these sectors. The
occurrences of growth inclusions (V), growth layers (L) in
equivalent positions in the same sectors, are consequences of
fluctuations in growth rate due to variations in temperature and
flux during the growth experiment.
Figure 8 presents a similar analysis of a crystal grown at the

higher supersaturation of σ = 0.96. Crystals grown in this
supersaturation region show no (001) faces, and the {111} and
(111) faces have taken over the lead in the [001] growth of the
crystal.
To these faces are often added small {010} faces and, less

frequently, (021) faces. The topographs presented in the figure
again confirm that a small but well-defined (001) sector was
formed early in the development of the crystal. This is the
rectangular feature at the center of the topograph, Figure 8a,
which is closest to the nucleation point of the crystal. If this face
were to continue to propagate, then it should also be seen as a
well-defined, larger, rectangle of growth sector boundaries at the
center of the topograph Figure 8b, which was further from
nucleation. Despite the unfortunate formation of a crack line
across the center of the image, obviously such an image is not
present. Its initial presence however continues to be indicated by
the inclusions along the [001] direction noted above. Thus, the
fast growing (001) growth sector, so dominant in growth at low
supersaturation, has been overtaken and eliminated by slower
developing {110} and (111) growth sectors. With the
elimination of this sector the overall perfection of the developing
crystal has improved. Similar defect features to those defined in
Figure 7 are visible on the topographs. The clarity of the

Figure 6. {110} growth surface of anMHB crystal photographed in situ
during development at the indicated times. Supersaturation σ = 0.32.

Figure 7. X-ray section topographs of a crystal of the type shown in
Figure 3a showing the imperfection localized and developing in the
{001} sector. For annotations see text.
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topographs and their defect features is testament to the generally
high structural perfection of the crystal.
Morphological Development. From a wider range of

experiments and observations we can define the morphological
development of MHB with increasing supersaturations. Table 2
summarizes this series of events.
At supersaturations less than ca. 0.88 and following

nucleation, the growth rates of the various faces are
immeasurably low, the growing crystallites are small, and we
have no reliable data. At approximately this supersaturation the
principle habit faces have formed, and the future pattern of
development becomes apparent. The growing crystal takes up
the columnar form with dominant {110} faces and, surprisingly,
a large, unpredicted, (001) face. The (111) and (111) faces are
nonexistent. The continued existence of the (001) face is
stabilized by the development of considerable defect structure in
the (001) sector as it advances. In some cases where this
imperfection is significant the sector and face can continue to
propagate and dominate over the more favored {111} faces to
even higher supersaturations. Under normal circumstances
however the consequential higher growth rate of this face causes
it to “grow out”. Growth in the [001] direction is gradually taken
over by the advancing (111) and (111) faces. The initial
presence of the (001) sector is generally marked however by a

residual cone of inclusions lying along the [001] axis of even the
most perfect MHB crystals. This feature is also apparent in
crystals of MHB grown from solution as will be seen in an
accompanying manuscript on this topic.51

From this point the rate of growth of the (111) faces
propagating in the [001] direction increases. They are joined by
the increasing presence of smaller, less morphologically
important, {010} and (021) type faces. In parallel with the
increasing dominance of these faces a gradually increasing
degree of structural imperfection develops in both the rapidly
advancing sectors propagating in the [001] direction and in the
lateral {110} sectors. At all times the end of the crystals facing in
the [001] direction showed little or no growth.
A final consideration is to define why the observed variations

in morphology occur. We can only conclude that they reflect a
variation in the mechanism of growth in the various stages of
supersaturation dependence.

Micromorphology of the MHB Habit Faces. It is well-known
that the growth mechanism of a crystal can vary with
supersaturation.52 Once growth steps have been generated
from the source, whether 2-d nuclei or dislocation outcrops,
their velocity, heights, and shape will vary with the super-
saturation. The dislocation activity can also change with
supersaturation and provide additional sources for the steps.
The incorporation mechanism can also change. At low
supersaturations, singly adsorbed molecules are most likely to
be incorporated at the kink sites available on the steps. At high
supersaturations, the concentration of the adsorbed molecules
increases, and it will be easier to form 2-d islands. In extreme
cases, the driving force is so high that adsorbedmolecules do not
need to find the kinks and sinks to form the crystal lattice. Every
site on the surface becomes active to the incorporation of
molecules, and a rough growth mechanism initiates. It can be
helpful to understand these variations in the light of growing
large and perfect optical crystals and, hence, to achieve the
minimization of imperfections in as-grown crystals. Information
on such changes and their influence can be obtained from
examination of the micromorphology of the growing crystal
surfaces.
Figure 9 presents the variation of the micromorphology of the

growth faces of MHB as a function of supersaturation. The
{110} faces were the slowest growing faces in the crystal. They
yielded surface features that were stable and easy to observe.
They also form themajor growth sectors in the crystal and hence
make a major contribution to the volume of usable material
following growth.
At a supersaturation of σ = 0.88 (Figure 9a), the growth

sources are elongated roughly shaped growth hillocks with
strong orientation. The steps generated are usually low, and the
size of the growth hillocks varies from 10 to 15 μm in length and
∼5−8 μm in width. This indicates a strongly anisotropic growth
along the long and short axis direction of the growth hillock.
When the supersaturation increased to σ = 0.93 (Figure 9b),

the micromorphology of the growth hillock changes from an
elongated ellipse to a pyramid. On the top of the pyramid, the
outcrops of dislocations could be seen clearly. Such a change in
the shape and distribution of growth hillocks indicates that the
anisotropy of step velocity in the surface becomes reduced. In
other words, the relative step velocity on the (110) faces changes
with an increase of supersaturation. Meanwhile, the height of the
steps is still similar to that observed at a supersaturation of 0.88.
Further increase in supersaturation (σ = 0.96) (Figure 9c)

produces no further change in the shape of the growth hillocks.

Figure 8. X-ray (001) section topographs of a bipyramidal crystal
grown at σ = 0.96 showing the gradual loss of the 001) sector, visible in
(a) but absent in (b) and leading to an improvement in perfection of the
surrounding growth sectors. Crystal size = 1.5 cm.
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These are still pyramidal. What does change is the slope of the
vicinal faces of the hillocks and the height of steps generated.
The former become steeper, and the latter become higher. Close

examination reveals several flat top growth features. These are 2-
dimensional (2-d) nuclei scattered among the growth hillocks.
Thus, a combination growth mechanism, BCF+2-d (BCF =
Burton, Cabrera, and Frank), commences, with the former
mechanism dominant.
At still higher supersaturations (σ = 0.98), (Figure 9d),

numerous 2-d islands become apparent on the {110}. The 2-d
islands have the same elongated pyramid pattern as the growth
hillocks noted at lower values of supersaturation. This is a good
example of a 2-d growthmechanism. The different size of islands
indicates that they exist in different growth stages. An
interferometric image clearly defined their flatness. When such
a growth mechanism starts, the MHB crystal develops a
prismatic structure with dominant (110) faces.
Finally, at σ = 0.99 the (110) surfaces develop a roughness. In

such a circumstance, no further anisotropy of the growth step
velocity can be distinguished. Every site on this surface is so
active that all adsorbedmolecules are incorporated immediately.
The growth rate then accelerates. Without any doubt, such a
growth mechanism will only produce crystals of poor optical
quality with large volumes of inclusions.
Similar observations of the micromorphology of the (111)

faces propagating in the faster growing [001] direction showed
them to follow a similar pattern of behavior. At low
supersaturations the (111) faces of p-MHB grew by a
dislocation-controlled mechanism. With an increase in super-
saturation this changed successively to a combination (BCF and
2-d) mechanism and 2D mechanism. Finally, at the highest
supersaturation, the surface roughens.
This parallel behavior of the two principal faces of the growing

crystal fits well with the observed structural features noted in the
growing crystals; in particular, the manner in which inclusions
and imperfections develop in the various sectors. Obviously the
best growth occurs in supersaturation ranges in which controlled
growth by a dislocation mechanism dominates. The gradual

Table 2. Morphological Variations with Supersaturation of Crystals of MHB Grown by Self-Nucleation from the Vapour Phase

Figure 9. Surface micromorphology of the various growth faces of
MHB as a function of supersaturation (σ).
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onset of 2-d growth, first in the (111) sectors and eventually in
the {110}, signals the onset of more rapid and defective growth
in the crystal as a whole. It is interesting to note that this
deterioration is exacerbated by the formation of larger (021)
faces at later stages of the supersaturation range. As Figure 9i
shows, the surface structure of these faces is very heavily faulted
with gross macrostep formation. The role of steps of increasing
height in inclusion formation and defective growth is well-
documented both experimentally and theoretically.53

In contrast to the series of developments on the {110} and
(111) faces the nongrowing faces showed a general rough and
eroded surface compatible with the general rough visual
appearance.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Unidirectional Growth. The morphology of crystals of

MHB grown from the vapor phase follow the general pattern of
unidirectional growth that has become expected of this class of
structurally acentric solids. While faces that propagate with a
growth vector in the electrically positive, +c direction show little
or no growth, those that face in the negative direction grow
normally. In the latter direction themorphology is dominated by
faces defined as the most probable by theoretical morphological
calculations, namely, {110}, (111), (111), (021), and {020}.
Their relative sizes result in a gradation of shapes varying from
columnar to skewed bipyramidal, to elongated bipyramidal and,
finally, to needlelike. This variation coupled with the parallel
gradually increasing imperfection of the crystals is shown to
result from changes in the controlling growth mechanism with
applied supersaturation, as evidenced by the micromorphology
of the crystal faces. Not surprisingly, the highest perfection is
found in crystals grown in a supersaturation regime in which
growth is controlled by a dislocation nucleated mechanism. This
is also the region in which the crystal morphology is most similar
to that predicted by theoretical (HABIT 95) calculations. This
observation leads to the obvious conclusion that scale up to
growing crystals of good quality by PVT processes requires that
these essential conditions are met. This conclusion will hold
whether the crystals being grown are of large (cm) or very small
(sub-mm) sizes.
Why the crystals fail to grow in both polar directions is still an

open question. Various theoretical models have been put
forward to explain this unidirectional behavior for the material
α-resorcinol.24−27 These models relate specifically to the case of
that material and how its molecules crystallize at the crystal
surfaces. In very general terms these models indicate a higher
degree of disorder at the nongrowing surface than at the growing
surface. As experimentalists our minds focus on the mechanistic
changes that take place.
Both the positive and negative faces show very little if any

growth at very low supersaturations. At some critical super-
saturation the negative faces become active and propagate by a
dislocation controlled (BCF) mechanism. This is rational and is
covered by existing theory.54 Any pre-existing dislocations will
remain inactive until the radius of curvature of the growth spiral
generated by the dislocation exceeds a critical radius; then
growth accelerates. It may well be that the theoretically
proposed disorder at the positive face discourages this
development. Up to the present time, theoretical analyses
have been restricted to the case of α-resorcinol. The next step
theoretically would seem to be to confront the theoretical model
with the experimental findings and show why the proposed
theoretical mechanisms inhibit dislocation formation and

propagation. At least we now have a step forward to ask also
whether or not the same theoretical methodology is applicable
to the present material and of course the numerous others that
behave similarly.48−51

Finally, it should also be pointed out that there still exist
reports of limited growth on the apparently dead +c direction
faces that need to be resolved. These include

• The two-dimensional growth of α-resorcinol from
benzene solutions by Wells in the original paper on this
matter12−14 and the parallel similar growth of D,L-alanine
from solution in water by Han et al.55

• The growth by 180° twinning of γ-glycine (S),56 α-
resorcinol (S + V),22,23 and MBANP (S)10 during growth
from solution (S) and PVT (V).

• The recently reported two-dimensional growth of small
(1 mm) methyl-4-nitroaniline crystals from the vapor
phase by Hesterberg et al.57

• Inhibited directional growth of proteins.58

All that can be said on these matters at present is that such
growth has been ascribed to early growth at high super-
saturations,10,55 renucleation at the nongrowing surfaces,10,22,56

or surface damage,23 but this does not rule out other factors. For
the present, one-dimensional growth of larger crystals under
normal supersaturation conditions, as in the present case,
appears to be the rule for unidimensional growth from melt,
vapor, and solution in all reported cases.

Influence of Seeding on Crystal Development. It will
have been noted that there is a significant distinction in
morphology between the seeded crystals pictured in Figure 3d
and Figure 4 grown at σ = 0.92 and those grown at similar
supersaturations by self-nucleation. The morphology of the
product crystal replicates the morphology achieved by self-
nucleation at much higher supersaturations (σ = 0.98). The
crystal also shows the strain and imperfection exhibited by such
crystals. Such differences between the behavior of self-nucleated
growth and seeded growth have been found to be common
occurrences in the case of growth of crystals from solution. The
differences are believed to arise from the fact that nucleation
requires the imposition of a much higher supersaturation than
the eventual growth process. Thus, following self-nucleation, the
initial nucleus will grow very rapidly, decreasing the super-
saturation to a lower value than originally anticipated and which
then controls subsequent growth. A crystal self-nucleated at a set
nucleation supersaturation will exhibit a morphology more
characteristic of growth at a lower growth supersaturation than
the nucleation supersaturation. A seeded procedure does not
suffer from this change, the set supersaturation being that which
will drive the subsequent growth process.
The present micromorphological data on seeded growth

imply that self-nucleation at σ = 0.93 to 0.96 yields a crystal that
grows by a dislocation-nucleated BCF mechanism. The direct
study as demonstrated in Figures 5 and 6 however reveals that
similar mechanistic processes allow seeded growth to occur at
much lower supersaturations (σ = 0.32). Perhaps the drop is
reasonable, but it seems strange, especially since the nucleation
supersaturation is apparently held at the higher point during that
subsequent post-nucleation growth. This distinction exactly
parallels the equivalent situation in solution growth, where
growth by self-nucleation regularly yields crystals with wide-
ranging morphologies very different to predicted morpholo-
gies.59 It thus seemed to be appropriate then to refer to the self-
nucleated crystal supersaturations indicated in this article as
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nucleation supersaturations to distinguish them from growth
supersaturations. This realization in no way negates the results of
experiments on the relative supersaturation dependence of the
crystal morphology. It simply draws attention to the fact that the
growth supersaturation, while it is probably increasing in each
successive experiment, cannot be absolutely defined. This
conclusion has ramifications for the study of morphological
changes in solution growth, where the self-nucleation technique
is a predominant method for examining the influence of ranges
of solvents on the morphology of a crystallized product. It would
suggest that success of such studies would be best achieved using
better controllable seeded growth.50

Growing Large Crystals. Despite the apparent setbacks of
the present method from the viewpoint of defining the absolute
definition of the fundamental supersaturation conditions for the
growth of large crystals, PVT growth by self-nucleation as
described remains a viable method for the production of high-
quality crystals in sizes of 1−2 cm dimensions. The X-ray
topographic examinations show that the bipyramidal crystals
produced at intermediate supersaturations are of equivalent
quality to those produced by solution growth techniques.
What is now required is the definition of the true growth

supersaturation to be applied to the seeded growth experiment
using the method initially developed by Catano and Kun46 that
will allow the production of samples of the promised quality of
the self-nucleated crystals. A step in this direction for MHB is
described in a following paper describing the kinetics of vapor
phase growth for this material and which confirms the true
growth supersaturation range for perfect growth.47
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